
UMS Sculptor®



/Non-invasive Fat Dissolving
/Muscle Building 
/Private Anti-Age

The pulse energy focuses more precisely on the muscle group, high frequency increases muscle extension, and 

enhances the super-speed decomposition and metabolism of cells; At the same time, the high-speed frequency 

contraction stimulates the growth and strengthening of muscles without affecting the surface skin.

 (Fat Burning and Muscle Building) Innovative Hifem Technology

The high-intensity focused electromagnetic field stimulates motor neurons to control the pelvic floor muscles to perform 

20,000 Kegel exercises, which is non-invasive and non-invasive to improve pelvic floor muscle relaxation and other 

symptoms.

 (Private  Health)  Patented Electromagnetic  Technology

UMS Sculptor®



Skin, fat and muscle from your 
overall body appearance

BEFORE DURING

The skin remains unaffected�while 
the energy penetrates tofat and 
muscle levers

AFTER

This results in substantial improvement�
of your appearancedue to buiding�
muscle and buming fat

GOVERNANCE PRINCIPLES
SHOW YOU HOW OUR PRODUCTS WORK

It is the latest designed treatment technology for non-Invasive body slimming andsculpting that 

builds muscle burns fat at the same time. High intensity pulsed electromagnetic stimulation offers 

continuous muscle contraction without musclerelaxation therefore allowing the muscle to work at its 

maximumcapacity.

UMS� Sculptor is based on high-intensity 

focused electromagnetic energy. A single 

UMS� Sculptor session causes thousands 

of powerful muscle contractions which are 

extremely important in improving the tone 

and strength of your muscles.

HOW DOSE IT WORK？



BULD MUSCLE 
AND BURN FAT

+92%

-4.17

-19%

11%

INCREASE IN AVERAGE
APOPTOTIC LEVELS

Microscopic analysis of the fat tissue 
confirmed that the amount of apoptotic cells 
increased significantly after the treatments 

compared to the baseline。

+16%

AVERAGE 
FAT REDUCTION

AVERAGE INCREASE 
IN MUSCLE MASS

WAIST CIRCUMFERENCE 
REDUCTION

DIASTASIS RECTI 
IMPROVEMENT

95%SATISFACTION WITH 
THE TREATMENT

WHY CHOOSE US？

UMS Sculptor®



UMS Sculptor®

BEFORE

DURING

AFTER

Skin, fat and muscle form your 
overall body appearance. 

The skin remains unaffected while 
the energy penetrates to fat and 
muscle layers. 

The skin remains unaffected while 
the energy penetrates to fat and 
muscle layers. 
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